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Abstract—Automated methods and human annotation are
being extensively utilized to scale up knowledge-intensive in-
formation systems. However, tasks such as music transcription
are still challenging due to the complexity of the domain and
the expertise needed to read and process music scores. In this
work, we examine how music transcription could benefit from
hybrid annotation workflows combining automated AI methods
with crowdsourcing. We show that through careful task and
interaction design utilizing microtask crowdsourcing principles, a
non-specialist crowd can meaningfully contribute to such hybrid
transcription systems despite the complexity of the domain.

Index Terms—crowd computing, crowdsourcing, music tran-
scription, hybrid annotation systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, digital music transcription involves highly

trained experts who understand music structures and notations.

They also know how to use specialised software tools and

have the ability to identify and fix errors of previous editions.

Through Optical Music Recognition (OMR), researchers try to

automate this process (or parts of it) with several processing

steps such as score segmentation, symbol recognition and

semantic reconstruction of a scanned music score.

State-of-the-art methods show acceptable performance in

the case of clean music scores, but their quality quickly

degrades in case of hand-written notes [1]. In general, they

still require substantial human intervention to provide results

with consistent quality [1], [2], while interactive systems that

could utilize human evaluation in an efficient and scalable way

are still an open issue [3].

Microtask crowdsourcing is a popular approach for scal-

ing up digital content annotation tasks. On online microtask

crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk,

large groups of individuals (workers) perform microtasks like

image categorization, and audio or text transcription. By

splitting a complex and cognitively intensive task into simpler

steps, microtasks crowdsourcing allows people with little to no

expertise to contribute to knowledge-intensive activities [4].

The effectiveness and efficiency of the results provided

by the crowd is strongly influenced by the quality of the

microtask design [5], [6]. Few studies addressed the use

of crowdsourcing for music scores transcription, and they

typically focus the transcription of whole scores [7] instead

of microtasks, or rely on experts [8], [9]. To the best of our

knowledge, how to address the task of score transcription

through microtask crowdsourcing remains an open research

question [10].

In this paper we build upon our preliminary work [11]

which shows the general feasibility of microtask crowdsourc-

ing for error detection in music transcription. In this work,

we now showcase how hybrid annotation systems that utilize

both OMR processes and microtask crowdsourcing could be

designed from a worker-data interaction point-of-view, and we

discuss the feasibility of different approaches.

II. RELATED WORK

The topic of microtask crowdsourcing for music transcrip-

tion is scarcely addressed in literature, with many relevant

research questions left unanswered. In Burghardt et al. [7] the

Allegro system was developed, a tool to allow the transcription

of entire scores by a (single) human worker. However, Allegro

has only been tested on a limited number of users, and it was

not deployed on an online microtask crowdsourcing platform.

The same limitation holds for the work in [8], one of the first

attempts to study human input and how the task design can

affect human input. This study focused on analysing segments

which are one measure long, which is the smallest unit of

analysis in our study as well. We expand this by studying

also how the size of the segment shown to the crowd affect

performance. OpenScore [12], up to now the largest-scale

project to incorporate humans in music score transcription,

is mainly carried out by seven community members with

extensive musical background. Moreover they report different

issues related to the management of data (done manually

by the administrators of the platform) and user engagement

(without any control they would focus on their preferred

music score) admitting in the end that in their project “OMR

(involving humans) is not currently a scalable solution”.

So far, there is no literature that has targeted unknown

crowds with varying skills for music transcription tasks, thus

research questions on [10] what type of tasks users can

perform and how to evaluate them still remain open. In this

work we address this research gap by looking into similar

crowdsourcing works in other domains. More specifically, in

[13] it was found that for knowledge-intensive tasks involving

artworks, a crowd with varying and unknown domain-specific

knowledge found on online platforms can produce useful

annotations when aided by good task design.

Research has shown that UI design is an important part of a

microtask design [14]. Experiments with various designs such

as spectogram visualisations for audio annotation [15] or the

use of chat-bots to assist common types of microtasks [16]

have yielded positive results on the worker performance.
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III. HYBRID MUSIC TRANSCRIPTION WORKFLOWS

In a hybrid annotation workflow, the goal is to effectively

and efficiently combine automated methods with human work

to achieve a result that couldn’t be attained by either approach

alone [17]. Individual steps of the workflow need to be

identified early, and through careful design be allocated to

the appropriate processing method. Automated methods and

human input need to co-exist and complement each other.

The complexity and niche knowledge required by a person to

transcribe a music score but also the shortcomings of current

automated OMR methods need to factored in. Specifically,

hybrid annotation workflows cover three main components:

Algorithms / Machine Learning, the Crowd, and a Quality

Assessment mechanism.

A. Hybrid Workflow Patterns: Main Components

Algorithms / Machine Learning: A set of algorithms, typ-

ically machine learning algorithms, which process the input

data into the desired output data. These algorithms typically

have at least one of the following two shortcomings: 1) The

results produced by the algorithms are of bad quality and

insufficient for the desired use. 2) The algorithm relies on

extensive training which is typically not or only partially

available.

The first problem can manifest in different ways [17]. For

instance, the algorithm could be good enough in most cases,

but might fail in others. It would be necessary to identify when

the algorithm fails (automatically or using crowdsourcing) and

revert to using crowdsourcing fully redoing the failed task in

these cases. The worst case would be a scenario in which

the algorithm fails always, resulting in a pure crowdsourcing

system. In another scenario, the algorithms generally works

on all types of input data, but the output quality is slightly

too low in nearly all cases. Here, all outputs need to be

adjusted and fixed using crowdsourcing. The second problem

requires the creation of training data that usually covers a large

number of examples of correct input data / desired output data

pairs. Crowdworkers can provide such training pairs upfront

for initial training, or as part of the fixing measures introduced

for the first problem. Then, this crowd-provided data can be

used for incremental re-training.

The Crowd: The crowd can be used to execute cognitive Hu-

man Intelligence Tasks. The choice of crowdworkers and their

incentivisation is a core challenge not addressed in this work,

but could range from paying microtask workers on platforms

like Amazon Mechanical Turk to motivating expert online

communities using intrinsic incentives. In general, the crowd

can be used to: 1) Check the correctness of an intermediate

algorithm result. This can range from simple correct / incorrect

checks to more complex checks which give a detailed overview

of the location and nature of the error. 2) Produce results: Here,

the crowd is used to perform the same task the algorithm was

designed for: transform a given input data instance into the

correct output data. This functionality is employed when an

algorithm failed to process, or when that data is required for

further/initial training. 3) Improve results: Here, a machine-

produced result with sub-par quality is manually improved.

Typically, this should be employed when improving slightly

faulty outputs is easier and cheaper than creating a new output

manually from scratch.

Quality Assessment: This is a core component to ensure the

effectiveness of a good hybrid crowdsourcing process. The

quality assessment is central in both judging the quality of

algorithmic results in order to decide if and what kind of crowd

treatment is needed, but also for judging the reliability and

quality of crowd feedback in light of low-skill and/or malicious

workers.

B. OMR Processes and Challenges

To better understand how hybrid annotation patterns could

transfer to music transcription, we first identify OMR pro-

cesses that are being used [18] with respect to the following

three main categories:

• Image pre-processing

• Music symbol segmentation and recognition

• Semantic Reconstruction

During the image pre-processing, different techniques are

applied to scanned images for reducing the computational

cost and making the next OMR steps more efficient. One

of the most important methods of image preprocessing is

“Binarization” which is the process of converting the pixel

image into a binary image (black and white), separating the

foreground from the background. This is a common step for

most of the OMR tools. Binarization eases the OMR tasks by

reducing the amount of information the following steps need

to process. For example, it is easier to detect a music symbol

in a binary image than in a color image. However, binarization

can also pollute the image, loosing relevant details [18]. Many

music scores are ancient documents in poor condition due to

paper degradation (yellowing, mold, and mildew, etc.), and this

often introduces noise on the image, reducing the quality of

the OMR tool output. Therefore, working with old music score

sheet requires a specialized algorithm for image-cleaning and

binarization to reduce the aforementioned problems [19].

Music symbol segmentation is the process of locating and

isolating the music object. The main objective is to find the

correct position of each symbol to be identified in the next

OMR step. This is one of the most challenging OMR steps

and highly error-prone. Most symbols on a music score are

connected by staff lines. In order to isolate those symbols,

staff lines must be detected and removed. Accurate staff line

removal is challenging because symbols and staff lines have

to be disconnected without removing pixels belonging to the

symbols. Unfortunately, staff lines are not always perfectly

horizontal, knowing the exact location of the staff line is

required. This procedure can be even more complex due to low

image quality (paper degradation, stains, etc), and zones with

a high density of symbols [20]. After the segmentation stage,

the segmented symbols need to be recognized and classified

into predefined groups, such as notes, rests, accidentals, clefs,

etc. Symbol identification is a hard task because of symbol
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variability. Each symbol can have different variations due to

different score editors or the continuous evolution of music

notation over time. However, variability can be also observed

in the same music score, making it even more difficult to

symbol ambiguity. In addition, the previous segmentation step

may have cut or degraded the objects [20].

The last stage of the OMR framework is to reconstruct

the music semantics from the recognized symbols, combining

them the staff system to reproduce the meaning of the scanned

music [18]. Unlike optical character recognition (OCR) which

is predominantly one-dimensional and which can also rely

on strong language pattern heuristics, OMR tools require an

interpretation of two-dimensional relationships between music

objects. As a consequence many errors may occur due to a

symbol placed in a wrong position. For example, a slur symbol

is a curved line generally located over the notes. If a slur is

placed in a wrong position, it leads to a misinterpretation of the

music score. Likewise, a dot has different meaning depending

on where it is located (e.g., on top vs on the side). The last step

of OMR systems is to export the final score into a machine-

readable format. Several formats have been developed, such

as MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface), MusicXML,

MEI (Music Encoding Initiative), NIFF (Notation Information

File Format), etc. Generally, each tool has its own (set of) out-

put formats. This lack of a commonly accepted representation

imposes an obstacle for OMR tool assessment [21].

IV. CASE STUDY: ERROR DETECTION

We will showcase the experiment conducted in [11].

Through that preliminary work, we researched how microtask

crowdsourcing for music transcription can be implemented. In

an hybrid annotation system, such workflows could fit during

the training or evaluation step of an OMR algorithm. The main

focus of that work was to study to what extent a general crowd

can identify errors in a music score transcription (see section

III-A). The experiment aimed at testing the ability of crowd

workers to spot errors using interfaces having a combination

of visual and audio components.

A. Task Design

This study aimed on how task design factors can influence

the crowdworker performance, focusing on two aspects:

1) The modality (visual versus audio) used to spot errors: as

music scores are complex artefacts, and music is primar-

ily an auditory experience. Therefore, it was investigated

how the score comparison modality affect the error

detection performance in workers that are potentially not

familiar with musical notation. Intuitively, the interest

was if “hearing” errors is easier that “seeing” errors.

2) The score size offered to crowdworkers for annotation.

The goal was to assess how the size (in terms of

measures) of the score offered to worker affects their

performance.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Microtask User Interfaces: (a) Visual, (b) Audio and (c) Combination

B. Dataset Creation

A single classical music score was used to avoid additional

confounding variables. The study used the Urtext of “32

Variations in C minor" by Ludwig van Beethoven. It is a piano

piece and the music artifacts are all printed typeset forms. This

is a slightly easier use case than hand-written scores. The score

was retrieved from IMSLP as a PDF1.

As a Gold standard transcription of that PDF we used an

MEI2 file that had been transcribed by an expert. This file was

accepted as error free, and it allowed errors to be introduced

in a controlled way for the experiments.

The music score was segmented in varying sizes to inves-

tigate how workers cope with shorter or longer tasks. We

distinguish 1) one measure segments, 2) segments of two

measures and 3) segments of three measures. Both digital

1https://imslp.org/wiki/32_Variations_in_C_minor%2C_WoO_80_
(Beethoven%2C_Ludwig_van)

2https://music-encoding.org/
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versions of the score (scanned PDF and the transcribed MEI

file) were segmented using the aforementioned segment sizes.

The errors that were introduced to the MEI segments were

derived from common errors that can occur in automatic OMR

systems. The type of errors could impact the crowdworkers’

ability to correctly identify them. Therefore, different types

of errors focusing on the music notes and their accidentals

were studied. Errors on performance annotations, clefs, finger

numbers etc, were out of scope. The following types of error

were introduced per MEI segment: 1) Missing notes; 2) Wrong

vertical position of a note; 3) Wrong duration of a note; 4)

Wrong accidental.

C. User Interface Design

These design considerations resulted in the following three

interface designs. Each combination of interface with a seg-

ment size consists of a microtask:

• Original Score against Correct/Incorrect MEI Render

(Visual): This user interface, depicted in Figure 1(a),

shows the segment of the original scanned score to the

left, with the corresponding MEI render to the right.

The user needs to compare the two images and spot

differences related to the types of errors.

• Correct MIDI against Correct/Incorrect MIDI (Au-

dio): In this interface, as shown in Figure 1(b), we let

the user listen to the correct MIDI extract on the left and

the one generated from the MEI transcription to the right.

• Original Score and Correct MIDI against Cor-

rect/Incorrect MEI and Correct/Incorrect MIDI

(Combination): This final user interface, as shown in

Figure 1(c), combines elements of the previous two.

The user here has the option to either use the visual

comparison, the audio comparison, or both to identify

errors. The MEI render and MIDI extraction always

originate from the same MEI transcription, therefore both

will be either correct or not.

D. Results

In total, 144 workers executed our tasks on MTurk and

we paid them according to the average US minimal hourly

wage3. In order to minimize the effect of any biases or learning

effect we randomized the order of the presentation of the

different task designs (UI-segment size combination). One

worker eluded the quality verification on task interface, which

results in 143 unique workers.

As expected, people with some formal knowledge in music

are very rare “in the wild”. To still allow for microtask

crowdsourcing, good task design is therefore of essence. We

refer to [11] for more detailed analysis, but overall the results

show that error detection is a task that could be successfully

performed in a microtask crowdsourcing setting. Offering

audio extracts of a target music score can positively affect

the performance of the crowdworkers, especially for short

3We estimated an average task completion time of 15’; each crowdworker
was awarded 2.5$ per task

segments of one or two measures. With larger segments, even

though audio extracts are still yielding better results against

to the textual measures of the score, a combination of the

two modalities is more preferable. This result gives important

indications for task splitting and scheduling purposes, as it

suggests that it is possible to evaluate larger portions of

scores without incurring accuracy penalties. This has strong

implications in terms of overall transcription costs.

V. CONCLUSION

Crowdsourcing and human computation are powerful tools

which can be integrated in a data processing pipeline or

information system to handle processing tasks which cannot

easily be covered by current algorithmic approaches due to

the involved semantic complexity. However, crowdsourcing

is expensive: workers need to be incentivised (often with

monetary incentives, or carefully engineered social incentives),

and human work is of course often slower than automated

algorithms. This gives a strong argument to strive for hybrid

crowdsourcing workflows, where algorithms and humans work

hand in hand. Such systems get the best of both worlds: the

efficiency of algorithms and the cognitive power and insight

of humans.
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